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HI EVERYONE!
Welcome to another deck overview! Today I’m talking about my fifth deck,  
The Good Tarot.

This special tarot deck came to me as a calling from Spirit to co-create something special 
for you, a slightly different take on working with the traditional, or classical, tarot as a tool 
for divination and personal growth. 

I wanted to create a tarot deck grounded in its origins as a traditional divination system, 
yet is also rooted in contemporary positive psychology. This version of the tarot is all about 
goodness, birthing our awareness of our true selves, and expressing that in our lives. 

You will notice right away how this deck differs from other tarot decks. The messages are 
all written as affirmations in the now, as your journey through things. The Good Tarot 
follows the traditional fixed system of 78 cards and can be used as a traditional tarot deck. 

The 78 cards in the Good Tarot are divided into groups. There are 22 cards called 
Trumps (major arcana) that represent the bigger overarching themes that tell the story 
of the energies of the environment. The other 56 cards are what is traditionally known 
as the minor arcana. They are divided into four suits, represented by four elements: Air 
(traditionally Swords), Water (traditionally Cups), Fire (traditionally Wands), and Earth 
(traditionally Pentacles/Coins). The beautiful artwork in the minor arcana differs from 
traditional tarot decks as they reflect the four elements.

Overall, you can use The Good Tarot as an Oracle Deck or engage with it in a more 
traditional manner. You do not need to know how to work with traditional tarot cards 
at all to work with The Good Tarot, because it has its own corresponding system that I 
created in the guidebook.

I love sharing my decks with you! 

See you next time!
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